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Crown Archetype, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Phil Collins
pulls no punches--about himself, his life, or the ecstasy and heartbreak that s inspired his music. In
his much-awaited memoir, Not Dead Yet, he tells the story of his epic career, with an auspicious
debut at age 11 in a crowd shot from the Beatles legendary film A Hard Day s Night. A drummer
since almost before he could walk, Collins received on the job training in the seedy, thrilling bars
and clubs of 1960s swinging London before finally landing the drum seat in Genesis. Soon, he would
step into the spotlight on vocals after the departure of Peter Gabriel and begin to stockpile the songs
that would rocket him to international fame with the release of Face Value and In the Air Tonight.
Whether he s recalling jamming with Eric Clapton and Robert Plant, pulling together a big band
fronted by Tony Bennett, or writing the music for Disney s smash-hit animated Tarzan, Collins s
storytelling chops never waver. And of course he answers the pressing question on everyone s mind:
just what does Sussudio mean? Not Dead Yet is Phil Collins s candid, witty,...
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Reviews
It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe
A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn
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